Volume-selective magnetic resonance imaging using an adjustable, single-sided, portable sensor
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Abstract

Portable, single-sided NMR sensors can operate under conditions inaccessible to conventional NMR while featuring lower cost, portability, and the ability to analyze arbitrary-sized objects. Such sensors can nondestructively probe the interior of samples by collecting images and measuring relaxation and diffusion constants, and, given careful shimming schemes, even perform chemical analysis. The inherently strong magnetic-field gradients of single-sided sensors developed so far has prevented imaging of materials with high water content, such as biological tissues, over large volumes whereas designs with more homogeneous fields suffer from low field strength and typically cannot probe volumes larger than \(\approx 10 \text{ cm}^3\). We present a design with a continuously adjustable sensitive volume, enabling the effective volume to be enlarged several fold. This capability allows for imaging in reasonable times of much bigger objects and opens the door to the possibility of clinical imaging with portable sensors. We demonstrate MRI in axial and sagittal planes, at different depths of the sensitive volume and T1-weighted contrast in a tissue sample.
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Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can provide noninvasive chemical analysis and imaging by using the endogenous contrast of materials, regardless of optical opacity. NMR can ascertain physical parameters such as diffusion, flow, and structure of porous materials and biological tissue, and can probe length scales from nanometers to meters. Clinical MRI is usually performed at high magnetic fields for an improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and associated image resolution, but it requires bulky, expensive, immobile, and often hazardous magnets. Low-field NMR, however, has emerged as an attractive option for imaging in the field and in the presence of metal (1), and it provides more versatile contrast for relaxation weighted images (2). Because these smaller sensors typically operate in geometric environments where the static field is weak and inhomogeneous, the development of single-sided sensors has necessitated the development of novel methodologies and pulse sequences (3–13) designed to minimize image distortions and improve our ability to perform traditional chemical-shift spectroscopy (14). Therefore, objects can be nondestructively probed and one may obtain relaxation, diffusion, or image data over relatively small regions and obtain chemical-shift spectra with careful magnet shimming schemes (15). In spite of these advances, only relatively small volumes can be imaged (10 cm3 or less) or analyzed spectroscopically (20 mm3 or less).

Mobile NMR sensors can vary in 2 aspects that have a fundamental impact on their performance: (i) the orientation of the field relative to the surface of the sensor and (ii) the type of sensitive region that the magnet produces (homogeneous field over a volume vs. thin slices in a strong gradient). The first case dictates the type of
radio frequency (RF) excitation and detection coil that can be used. A field that is perpendicular to the sensor, for instance, requires an RF field parallel to the surface of the magnet and a figure-eight coil instead of a single loop that results in much lower SNR efficiencies for both excitation and detection. In the second case, the sensitive region can be optimized for higher static magnetic fields at the expense of field homogeneity, which provides better sensitivity per unit volume but results in very small usable volumes and substantial signal losses to diffusion (which are a consequence of strong magnetic-field gradients). Another option is to generate more homogeneous fields, which results in larger sensitive volumes and less diffusional losses but at the expense of field strength. These trade-offs are empirical findings that arise during magnet design processes and appear to be of a fundamental nature.

Sensors with strong gradients in the static field typically use the gradient select slice positions by retuning of the resonant RF circuit. Diffusion attenuation for large gradient devices is a serious impediment to SNR, requiring rapid pulsing to compensate for the effect\(^2\). The pulse rate is limited by coil ringing and the amount of power that can be delivered to the RF coil, thus these devices do not normally allow measurements of samples with high water content. The NMR MOUSE (4) features a 5-kG field in a \(\approx0.1\)-cm\(^3\) volume near its surface, whereas the NMR MOLE (9) design has a 767-G field over a 6.2-cm\(^3\) volume located 5 cm above its surface.

\(^2\) The free induction signal decays caused by diffusion according to \(\exp[-(1/3)y2G2Dt]\) from a uniform gradient (16), where \(G\) is the gradient and \(D\) is the self-diffusion coefficient. For a 1 kG/cm gradient, the signal from water decays by half in 2 ms, whereas in a 10 G/cm gradient, this decay time scale is 50 ms.
Because of the lower diffusion attenuation in homogeneous field sensors, they are better suited for studying liquid samples such as aqueous solutions and biological tissue (9). The current homogeneous field sensors are of fixed configurations and can sample only a single useful region in space, which is typically <10 cm³ in size.

We present here the development and implementation of a device with an adjustable sensitive volume, with the use of a continuously adjustable array of permanent magnets that can be mechanically tuned in a manner similar to the tuning of guitar strings. Thus, we are able to perform MRI of liquid samples over volumes that are much larger than a conventional portable magnet³. Our magnetic-field orientation and RF field configuration are optimized for low power requirements and high sensitivity⁴. The design follows a recently-developed inverse magnet design method (17) that is adapted to a cylindrical geometry that leads naturally to the feature of adjustability. In terms of the above discussion on optimal geometry, we have opted for an intermediate field strength (≈600–700 G) so that a larger, but homogeneous, volume could be excited by using a vertical RF field. This compromise has the advantage of large volumes, better RF sensitivity, and less diffusion attenuation.

**Results**

---

³ Although a fixed field sensor could be scaled to sample larger volumes, it would have to be designed to produce a distant sensitive volume, but the magnetic field strength of a distant volume is inherently weak.

⁴ Adjustability also provides a way to compensate for the variability across different permanent magnet blocks and imperfections within each block that inevitably arise during the manufacturing process.
The sensor consists of an array of 4 cylindrical permanent magnet rods with a prescribed orientation of the magnetization for each rod, and this set of orientations depends on the location and size of the desired sensitive volume. Flat RF and gradient coils placed near the surface of the magnet are used for imaging. The details of the sensor design, assembly, and characterization are provided in Materials and Methods. A volume size and position is chosen for the experiment, and a computer program calculates the magnet rod orientations that are then adjusted. To illustrate adjustability and imaging functionalities of the sensor, we picked 2 nonoverlapping sensitive volumes centered at a distance 1.0 and 1.8 cm from the magnet surface (or equivalently, 3.0 and 3.8 cm from the center of the magnet rods). We note that the magnet array can also produce sensitive volumes over a continuous range of distances (17). Each of these volumes was characterized by acquiring a magnetic field map as shown in Fig. 1, which verifies that the volumes are sufficiently homogeneous for RF excitation by using a typical resonant circuit. The first sensitive volume (volume 1) produces a (686 ± 6) G field over a 8.9-cm³ region (Fig. 1A), and the more distant sensitive volume (volume 2) produces a (518 ± 6) G field >8.1 cm³ (Fig. 1B). As the sensitive volume is pushed away from the sensor's surface, it shrinks along the direction of the magnet rod axes because homogeneity along this axis relies on the extent to which these rods approximate rods of infinite length; this approximation breaks down at distances on the order of a quarter of the rod length (17).

MR images along axial and sagittal planes for both sensitive volumes are shown in Fig. 2. The first set of 2D images (Fig. 2 A–D) are of phantoms consisting of
gadopentetate dimeglumine (Gd-DPTA)-doped water in polycarbonate frames and demonstrate the sensor's ability to image in orthogonal planes and the ability to obtain images of high water content samples, which is not possible with sensors that feature a large gradient. The doping was used to increase the water relaxation rates to resemble parameters typical of water in tissue. All of these MR images accurately depict the shape of the phantoms with reasonable in-plane spatial resolutions, as seen by the comparison with photographs of the phantoms shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 A, C, and D shows MR images obtained with extended acquisition times (34 min and 1 h 37 min, respectively). Fig. 2B illustrates the result with a much shorter (10 min) acquisition time, which still yields acceptable performance.

To demonstrate MRI of biological tissues, a T1-weighted image of a pork belly sample is shown in Fig. 2E. In Fig. 2E the fat and muscle tissues are clearly differentiated as red and yellow/green regions, respectively, within the chosen color map. In this case, the imaging sequence uses a shortened repetition delay to create so-called T1-weighted contrast between muscle and fat.

**Conclusions**

We have developed a MRI sensor with an adjustable sensitive volume that can be moved away from the sensor’s surface, thereby enlarging the effective volume that can be probed with a single-sided, portable sensor. It allows for significantly larger effective imaging volumes than otherwise possible with a fixed sensor of the same size. At each given depth, it can produce a ≈10-cm³ homogeneous volume with residual gradients small enough that biological tissues
can be imaged without significant diffusion losses. Although the imaging times and spatial resolution (5 min and 2 mm for Fig. 2E) are quite reasonable in its current configuration, further improvements in acquisition efficiency are still possible with the use of subsampling techniques (18) and multiple coil techniques (19, 20). These latter techniques are particularly advantageous with a pure phase encoding MRI scheme as used here. Although much larger gains in SNR are also possible with the use of prepolarization (21), hyperpolarization (22, 23), microcoil (24), and remote detection (25) techniques, the sensor can already achieve reasonable imaging performance in its current configuration.

**Methods**

**Magnet Design, Assembly, and Characterization.** The sensor was designed by an inverse technique we developed based on a least-squares fit of optimal dipole magnitudes to produce a desired target field (17). For arrays of parallel permanent magnet rods, it yields optimal rod radii and orientations of the magnetization given a desired target field and rod locations. The rod positions were determined by a global search, where our inverse technique determines the optimal dipole strengths and orientations for each of a representative set of possible arrangements and the search picks the best array. To determine how the rod orientations should vary to move the sensor’s sensitive volumes, the method uses constraints to optimize rod orientations given fixed magnet rod sizes. See ref. 17 for details.

The magnet’s implementation for our sensor consists of 4 pairs of cylindrical Nd$_2$Fe$_{14}$B magnet rods (i and v in Fig. 3) magnetized perpendicularly to their axes
with \( \mu_0 M = 1.35 \) T and held in place mechanically by an aluminum and bronze frame (Fig. 3) containing a few small stainless-steel components for reinforcement. Each magnet rod pair consists of 2 collinear cylindrical magnet rods separated by a small gap that allows for improved magnetic field homogeneity along the direction of the rod axes (26). The magnet rods at the far ends are flattened so to be gripped by a brace that connects the rod to its own axle. This axle is fixed to the frame so to allow free rotation and attached to it is a gear and wormdrive assembly to control the rod’s orientation by turning a key and a brake to fix its orientation once in position.

The frame consists of 4 boxes held together by a system of nuts and threaded rods, and each box contains 2 of the magnet rods (Fig. 3). This division exists to provide a straightforward procedure to bring the magnet rods into position (Fig. 3). The rod orientations for volume 1 corresponds to the original optimization in ref. 17, whereas volume 2 corresponds to a sensitive volume located an additional 1 cm away from the surface. All final rod orientations may need to be adjusted from their calculated values because the rods’ magnetizations will vary on the order of several percent from their ideal values. A coarse field map of the target volume is obtained, and fine-tuning is performed as needed. Detailed field maps following this fine adjustment are shown in Fig. 1, where we measured the proton resonance frequency 2-mm rubber sample at each position of an 11 \( \times \) 11 grid spanning 2 cm \( \times \) 2 cm in the yz plane for each of 5 slices spaced 1 cm apart along the x axis, 3 of which are shown in Fig. 1. This fine-tuning only needs to be done once after the magnet is assembled for the first time.
**Gradients.** Single-sided gradient coils for spatial encoding along each axis were designed by using a least-squares target field method that minimizes the stored energy, allowing for higher slew rates. Each coil was printed as 4 copies in a spiral pattern on a single, 4-layered, printed circuit board to maximize the gradient field strength per unit current. The coils produce a gradient field of 0.7, 1.1, and 0.7 G cm$^{-1}$A$^{-1}$ for the x, y, and z gradient coils, respectively, with slew rates of 37, 64, and 49 G·cm$^{-1}$·ms$^{-1}$. The gradients were placed above the sample opposite the RF coil for volume 1, whereas the gradients were right on top of the magnet with the RF coil raised above by 1 cm for volume 2.

**Imaging.** All images were collected with an Apollo LF Spectrometer (Tecmag), an AE Techron LVC 2016 Linear amplifier, and a CPC MRI Plus RF amplifier. The imaging pulse sequence (Fig. 4) is a basic pure phase-encoding imaging sequence with a Carr–Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) acquisition train and is from ref. 27. The sequence was implemented with a 8-µs nominal $\pi/2$ pulse length, 100–200 810-µs acquisition echoes, a 700-µs gradient pulse length, and 200- and 75-ms recycle delays for the Gd-DPTA-doped water and pork belly samples, respectively. Sensitivity maps were collected with the same conditions as the images to be corrected by using uniform phantoms that spanned most of the field of view. Image intensities were adjusted according to sensitivity maps by dividing the object image intensities by those of the sensitivity map with a soft threshold applied to regions below a certain sensitivity. The water phantom and pork belly samples uniformly spanned 1 and 0.5 cm, respectively, across the nonimaged axis. A pure 2D phase encoding was used for spatial localization (6). It has the advantage of reducing the
effects of magnetic field inhomogeneities to an overall scaling factor across the image and leaving the image free of inhomogeneity artifacts. At low magnetic fields, multiple acquisitions are generally required to provide enough signal averaging, so pure phase encoding does not cost additional scan time. The sequence begins with an initial RF excitation pulse followed by a gradient pulse for phase encoding (Fig. 4A) and a CPMG train for signal averaging. For the CPMG train, we change the phase of the refocusing pulse by $\pi/2$ between the acquisitions (Fig. 4C), taking advantage of the fact that the sequence will effectively keep only the component of each spin initially along the axis of the refocusing pulse (Fig. 4D) as explained in refs. 28 and 29.
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Figure 1 Contour field maps of sensitive volume 1 (686 G) (A) and volume 2 (518 G) (B) for 3 slices above the magnet. The homogeneous region of each covers a different region of space. As the sensitive volume is pushed further out, its shape changes into a saddle point. The field strengths for each slice are based on the proton resonance frequency of a 2-mm-diameter, 2-mm-long piece of rubber positioned over an 11 × 11 grid spanning 2 × 2 cm. The center shows a drawing of the magnet surface to identify positions i, ii, and iii.
Figure 2 MR images collected by the sensor of water phantoms and of a pork belly sample using two of its sensitive volumes. (A–D) MR images of the symbols “h” (A and B) and “i” (C and D) carved into a polycarbonate block and filled with 2 mM Gd-DPTA solutions. Photographs of the phantoms filled with dyed water are shown next to the MR images. All samples are 10 mm thick. Within the sensitive region the phantom’s shapes are accurately reproduced. Images in A and C were acquired in volume 1, and images in B and D were acquired in volume 2. The true image resolution (field of view divided by acquisition matrix) was 2 mm (A and B) and 1 mm (C and D). (E) An x-z plane MR image of a piece of pork belly at 2-mm resolution showing T1-weighted contrast between fat and muscle. All images were Gaussian-filtered and adjusted according to a sensitivity map. The acquisition matrices were 17 × 17 (A and E), 25 × 25 (B), and 13 × 29 (C and D), and images were reconstructed by zero-filling to 51 × 51 (A and E), 75 × 75 (B), and 39 × 87 (C and D).
Figure 3 The magnet and a schematic of its assembly. (A) Individual magnet rods (i) are placed into the frame’s 4 sections by hand. (B) These sections are brought together into halves, where a system of threaded rods and nuts (iv) opposes the attractive forces between the sections and allows them to come together gradually in the correct orientation. (C) A system of threaded rods and nuts (iv) brings together the 2 halves, holding them in place against the repulsion between the 2 halves. (D) Rods are rotated to their calculated optimal values (24.1° and 3.5° for the outer and inner rods, respectively). These orientations are then adjusted several times according to a coarse field map of the target volume. (E) To push the sensitive volume further out, the outer rods are turned 7.5° into the plane containing the rods. (i) The Nd2Fe14B cylindrical magnet rods are all 9 cm long and flatted for 1 cm on one of the ends to allow the frame to hold them in the desired orientations. The arrows indicate the orientation of the magnetization. The small and large rods have 2- and 4-cm diameters, respectively. (ii) At the flattened end of each magnet rod, a gear and worm drive assembly controls the rod’s orientation. (iii) A temporary 1-cm-thick board keeps the appropriate distance between the magnet rods while they are placed into each of the frame’s sections. (iv) A system of threaded rods and nuts bring the magnet’s sections together in a controlled manner. (v) In the final configuration each rod is paired with another to create a rod that is effectively 18 cm long.
Figure 4: The MRI pulse sequence for imaging in inhomogeneous fields consists of a 2D pure phase encoding step followed by a CPMG train for signal averaging. (A) An initial RF pulse, gradient pulse, and echo excite and spatially encode the spins. (B) A final echo train acquires the signal. (C) The overall effect of the echo train in an inhomogeneous field is to retain only the component along the axis of the refocusing pulse. (D) Thus, the relative phases of the pulses and acquisition are cycled between runs to obtain both components of the encoded phase. This phase cycle also eliminates any residual ringing from the refocusing pulse.